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It is estimated that between 80% and 90% of governmental
and business data olle tions ontain address information. Geo oding {
the pro ess of assigning geographi o-ordinates to addresses { is be oming in reasingly important in many appli ation areas that involve the
analysis and mining of su h data. In many ases, address re ords are
aptured and/or stored in a free-form or in onsistent manner. This fa t
ompli ates the task of robustly mat hing su h addresses to a spatiallyannotated referen e le. In this paper we des ribe a geo oding system
that is based on a omprehensive high-quality geo oded national address
database. It uses a learning address parser based on hidden Markov models to separate free-form addresses into omponents, and a rule-based
mat hing engine to determine the best set of andidate mat hes to a
referen e le. Software modules are implemented in the obje t-oriented,
open sour e language Python, whi h allows rapid prototype development
and testing.
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1 Geo oding
In reasingly, many data mining and data analysis proje ts need information from
multiple data sour es to be integrated, mat hed, ombined or linked in order to
enri h the available data and to allow more detailed analysis. The aim of su h
linkages is to merge all re ords relating to the same entity, su h as a patient,
ustomer or business. Most of the time the linkage (or mat hing) pro ess is
hallenged by the la k of a ommon unique entity identi er, and thus be omes
non-trivial [3, 8, 14℄. In su h ases,the available partially identifying information
{ like names, addresses, and dates of birth { are then used to de ide if two (or
more) re ords orrespond to the same entity. This pro ess is ompute intensive,
and linking todays large data olle tions be omes in reasingly diÆ ult using
traditional linkage te hniques.
?
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A spe ial ase of linkage is geo oding, the mat hing of a data sour e with
geo oded referen e data (whi h is made of leaned and standardised re ords
ontaining address information plus their geographi al lo ation). The US Federal
Geographi Data Committee estimates that geographi lo ation is a key feature
in 80% to 90% of governmental data olle tions [13℄. In many ases, addresses
are the key to spatially enable data. The aim of geo oding is to generate a
geographi al lo ation (latitude and longitude) from street address information
in the data sour e. On e geo oded, the data an be used for further pro essing,
in spatial data mining [6℄ proje ts, and it an be visualised and ombined with
other data using Geographi al Information Systems (GIS).
The appli ations of spatial data analysis and mining are widespread. In the
health se tor, for example, geo oded data an be used to nd lo al lusters of
disease. Environmental health studies often rely on GIS and geo oding software
to map areas of potential exposure and to lo ate where people live in relation to
these areas. Geo oded data an also help in the planning of new health resour es,
e.g. additional health are providers an be allo ated lose to where there is an
in reased need for servi es. An overview of geographi al health issues is given
in [1℄. When ombined with a street navigation system, a urate geo oded data
an assist emergen y servi es nd the lo ation of a reported emergen y (for
example, if a aller reports an in omplete or un lear address).
Geo oded ustomer data, ombined with additional demographi data, an
help businesses to better plan marketing and future expansion, and the analysis
of histori al geo oded data for example an show hanges in their ustomer base.
There are two basi s enarios for geo oding user data. In the rst, a user
wants to automati ally geo ode a data set. The geo oding system should nd
the best possible mat h for ea h re ord in the user data set without human intervention. Ea h re ord needs to be attributed with the orresponding lo ation
plus a mat h status whi h indi ates the a ura y of the mat h obtained (for
example an exa t address mat h, or a street level mat h, or a post ode level
mat h). This s enario might be ome problemati if the user data is not of high
quality, and ontains re ords with missing, in orre t or out-of-date address information. Typographi al errors are ommon with addresses, espe ially when they
are re orded over the telephone or from hand-written forms. A mat h rate of
70% su essfully geo oded re ords is widely onsidered an a eptable result [10℄.
In the se ond s enario a user wants to geo ode a single address that may be
in omplete, erroneous or unformatted. The system should return the lo ation if
an exa t mat h an be found, or alternatively a list of possible mat hes, together
with a mat hing status and a likelihood rating. This geo oding of a single re ord
should be done in (near) real time (i.e. less than a ouple of se onds response
time) and be available via a suitable user interfa e (e.g. a Web site).
Standard data or re ord linkage te hniques [3, 8, 14℄, where the aim is to link
(or mat h) together all re ords belonging to the same entity, normally lassify
ompared re ord pairs into one of the three lasses links, non-links and possible
links. The possible links ontain those re ord pairs for whi h human oversight,
also known as leri al review, is needed to de ide their nal linkage status. Often
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no additional information is available so the leri al review pro ess be omes one
of applying human intuition, experien e or ommon sense to the de ision based
on available data. This is similar to the se ond geo oding s enario des ribed
above, where the user is presented with a sele tion of possible mat hes (sorted
a ording to their mat hing status and likelihood rating).
Many GIS software pa kages provide for street level geo oding. As re ent
studies show [2℄, substantial di eren es in positional error exist between addresses whi h are geo oded using street referen e les and the orresponding true
lo ations. The use of point property par el oordinates, derived from adastral
data, is expe ted to signi antly redu e these positional errors. A omprehensive database of this form is now available for Australia: the Geo oded National
Address File (G-NAF). It is presented in details in Se tion 1.1.
We give an overview of our geo oding system in Se tion 2. The two entral
te hni al issues for a geo oding system are (1) the a urate and eÆ ient mat hing of user input addresses with the address information stored in the geo oded
referen e data, and (2) the eÆ ient retrieval of the address lo ation ( oordinates)
of the mat hed geo oded re ords. In order to a hieve a urate mat h results, addresses both in the user data set and the geo oded referen e data need to be
leaned and standardised in the same way. We over this issue in more details in
Se tion 2.1. Address lo ations an eÆ iently be retrieved from the geo oded referen e data by onverting the traditional database tables (or les) into inverted
indexes, as presented in Se tion 2.2. The geo ode mat hing engine is the topi of
Se tion 3, and on lusions and an outlook to future work is given in Se tion 4.
1.1

G-NAF { A Geo oded National Address File

In many ountries geographi al data is olle ted by various state and territory
agen ies. In Australia, for example, ea h state and territory have their own governmental agen y that olle t data to be used for land planning, as well as
property, infrastru ture or resour e management. Additionally, national organisations like post and tele ommuni ations, ele toral rolls and statisti s bureaus
olle t their own data. All these data sets are olle ted for spe i purposes,
have varying ontent and are in di erent formats.
The need for a nation-wide, standardised and high-quality geo oded data set
has been re ognised in Australia sin e 1990 [10℄, and after years of planning,
ollaborations and development the G-NAF was rst released in Mar h 2004.
Approximately 32 million address re ords from 13 organisations were used in a
ve-phase leaning and integration pro ess, resulting in a database onsisting of
22 normalised les (or tables). Figure 1 shows the simpli ed data model of the
10 main G-NAF les.
G-NAF is based on a hierar hi al model, whi h stores information about address sites separately from lo ations and streets. It is possible to have multiple
geo oded lo ations for a single address, and vi e versa, and aliases are available
at various levels. Three geo ode les ontain lo ation (latitude and longitude)
information at di erent levels of details. If an exa t address mat h an be found,
its lo ation an be retrieved from the ADDRESS SITE GEOCODE le. If there is only
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Fig. 1. Simpli ed G-NAF data model (10 main les only). Links 1{n denote one-tomany, and links 1{1 denote one-to-one relationships.

a mat h on street (but not street number) level, the STREET LOCALITY GEOCODE
le will provide an overall street geo ode. Finally, if no street level mat h an be
found the LOCALITY GEOCODE le ontains geo ode information for lo alities (e.g.
towns and suburbs). Both the STREET LOCALITY GEOCODE and LOCALITY GEOCODE
les also ontain information about the extent of the street and lo ality.
For our proje t we only used the G-NAF re ords overing the Australian state
of New South Wales (NSW), ontaining around 4 million address, 60,000 street
and 5,000 lo ality re ords. Table 1 gives an overview of the size and ontent of
the 10 main G-NAF data les used.

2 System Overview
The geo oding system presented in this paper is part of the Febrl (Freely Extensible Biomedi al Re ord Linkage) data linkage system [3, 7℄, that ontains
modules to lean and standardise data sets whi h an ontain names, addresses
and dates; and link and dedupli ate su h leaned data. An overview of the Febrl
geo oding system is shown in Figure 2. The geo oding pro ess an be split
into the prepro essing of the G-NAF data les (whi h is des ribed in detail in
Se tions 2.1 and 2.2), and the fuzzy mat hing with user-supplied addresses as
presented in Se tion 3.
The prepro essing step takes the G-NAF data les and uses the Febrl address
leaning and standardisation routines to onvert the detailed address values
(like street names, types and suÆxes, house numbers and suÆxes, at types
and numbers, lo ality names, post odes, et .) into a form whi h makes them
onsistent with the user data after Febrl standardisation. Note that the G-NAF
data les already ome in a highly standardised form, but the ner details, for
example how whitespa es within lo ality names are treated, make the di eren e
between su essful or failed mat hing. The leaned and standardised referen e
re ords are then inserted into a number of inverted index data stru tures.
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Table 1.

Chara teristi s of the 10 main G-NAF les (NSW data only).

G-NAF data le

Numbers of re ords
and attributes

ADDRESS ALIAS

289,788 / 6

ADDRESS DETAIL

4,145,365 / 28

ADDRESS SITE
ADDRESS SITE GEOCODE
LOCALITY
LOCALITY ALIAS

4,096,507 / 6
3,336,778 / 12
5,017 / 7
700 / 5

LOCALITY GEOCODE
STREET
STREET LOCALITY ALIAS

4,978 / 11
58,083 / 6
5,584 / 6

STREET LOCALITY GEOCODE

128,609 / 13

Keys
PRINCIPAL
ALIAS
GNAF
LOCALITY
STREET
ADDRESS SITE
ADDRESS SITE
ADDRESS SITE
LOCALITY
LOCALITY
ALIAS
LOCALITY
STREET
STREET
LOCALITY
STREET
LOCALITY

PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID
PID

Additional data used in the prepro essing step are a post ode-suburb lookup table whi h is publi ly available, and whi h an be used to impute missing
post odes or suburb values in the G-NAF lo ality les; and a table extra ted from
a ommer ial GIS system ontaining post ode and suburb boundary information,
whi h is used to reate neighbouring region look-up tables.
The geo ode mat hing engine takes as input the inverted indexes and the raw
user data, whi h is leaned and standardised before geo oding is attempted. As
shown in Figure 2, the user data an either be loaded from a data le, geo oded
and then stored ba k into a data le, or it an be passed as a single address to
the geo oding system and returned via a Web interfa e.
The omplete Febrl system, in luding the geo oding and Web server modules, is implemented in the obje t-oriented open sour e language Python 1 , whi h
allows rapid prototype development and testing.
2.1

Probabilisti

Address Cleaning and Standardisation

The rst ru ial step when pro essing both the geo oded referen e les and the
user data is the leaning and standardisation of the data (i.e. addresses) used
for geo oding. It is ommonly a epted that real world data olle tions ontain
erroneous, in omplete and in orre tly formatted information. Data leaning and
standardisation are important prepro essing steps for su essful data linkage and
before in luding su h data in a data warehouse for further analysis [12℄. Data may
be re orded or aptured in various, possibly obsolete, formats and data items may
1

http://www.python.org
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Fig. 2.

Overview of the Febrl geo oding system.

be missing, out-of-date, or ontain errors. The leaning and standardisation of
addresses is espe ially important for data linkage and geo oding so that a urate
mat hing results an be a hieved.
The main task of leaning and standardising addresses is the onversion of
the raw input data into well de ned, onsistent forms and the resolution of
in onsisten ies in the way address values are represented or en oded. Rule-based
data leaning and standardisation is urrently used by many ommer ial systems
and is umbersome to set up and maintain, and often needs adjustments for
new data sets. We have re ently developed (and implemented within Febrl ) new
probabilisti te hniques [4℄ based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) [11℄ whi h
a hieved better standardisation a ura y and are easier to set-up and maintain
ompared to popular ommer ial linkage software.
A HMM is a probabilisti nite-state ma hine onsisting of a set of observation or output symbols, a nite set of dis rete, hidden (unobserved) states,
a matrix of transition probabilities between those hidden states, and a matrix
of probabilities with whi h ea h hidden state emits an observation symbol [11℄
(this emission matrix is also alled an observation matrix ). In our ase, the hidden states of the HMM will orrespond to the output elds of the standardised
addresses.
The Febrl approa h to address leaning and standardisation onsist of the
following three steps.
1. The user input addresses are leaned. This involves onverting all letters to
lower- ase, removing ertain hara ters (like pun tuations), and onverting
various sub-strings into their anoni al form, for example ' /-', ' /o' and
' .of' would all be repla ed with ' are of'. These repla ements are based on
user-spe i ed and domain spe i substitution tables.
2. The leaned input strings are split into a list of words, numbers and hara ters, using whitespa e marks as delimiters. Look-up tables and some hardoded rules are then used to assign one or more tags to the elements in this
list. These tags will be the observation symbols in the HMM used in step 3.
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3. The list of tags is given to a HMM, and assuming that ea h tag (observation symbol) has been emitted by one of the hidden states, the Viterbi
algorithm [11℄ will nd the most likely path through the HMM, and the orresponding hidden states will give the assignment of the element from the
input list to the output elds.
Consider for example the address '73 Miller St, NORTH SYDNEY 2060', whi h
will be leaned, split into a list of words (and numbers) and tagged in the rst
two steps. The resulting lists of words/numbers and tags looks as follows.
['73', 'miller', 'street', 'north sydney', '2060'℄
['NU', 'UN',
'WT',
'LN'
, 'PC' ℄

with 'NU' being the tag for numbers, 'UN' the tag for unknown words (not found
in any look-up table or overed by any rule), 'WT' the tag for a word found in
the wayfare (street) type look-up table, 'LN' the tag for a sequen e of words
found to be a lo ality name, and 'PC' the tag for a known post ode.
In the third step the tag list is given to a HMM (whi h has previously been
trained using similar address training data), and the Viterbi algorithm will return the most likely path through the HMM whi h will orrespond to the following sequen e of output elds.
'street number':
'street name':
'street type':
'lo ality name':
'post ode':

'73'
'miller'
'street'
'north sydney'
'2060'

Details about how to eÆ iently train the HMMs for address (as well as name)
standardisation, and experiments with real-world data are given in [4℄. Training
of the HMMs is qui k and does not require any spe ialised skills. For addresses,
our HMM approa h produ ed equal or better standardisation a ura ies than a
widely-used rule-based system.
Be ause the G-NAF data les are already available in a high quality standardised form, only the rst two steps of the Febrl address leaning and standardisation approa h are needed for G-NAF attributes that ontain strings, for
example street and lo ality names. The aim of this standardisation is to make
sure the ner details { like using an unders ore in lo ality names as in the example above { are the same in both the standardised G-NAF data and the user
data. No leaning is needed at all for attributes ontaining numbers only, like
street and at numbers, or post odes.
2.2

Pro essing the G-NAF Files

Pro essing the G-NAF data les onsists of two steps, the rst being the leaning
and standardisation as des ribed above, and the se ond being the building of
inverted indexes. Su h an inverted index is a keyed hash-table in whi h the
keys are the values from the leaned G-NAF data les, and the entries in the
hash-table are sets with the orresponding PIDs (persistent identi ers) of the
values. For example, assume there are four re ords in the LOCALITY le with the
following ontent (the rst line is a header-line with the attribute names).
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lo ality_pid,
60310919,
60709845,
60309156,
61560124,

lo ality_name,
sydney,
north_sydney
north_sydney
the_ro ks

state_abbrev,
nsw,
nsw,
nsw,
nsw,

post ode
2000
2059
2060
2000

The inverted indexes for the three attributes lo ality name, state abbrev and
post ode then are (square bra kets denote lists and round bra kets denote sets):
lo ality_name_index = ['north_sydney':(60709845,60309156),
'sydney':(60310919),
'the_ro ks':(61560124)℄
state_abbrev_index = ['nsw':(60310919,60709845,60309156,61560124)℄
post ode_index = ['2000':(60310919,61560124),
'2059':(60709845),
'2060':(60309156)℄

The mat hing engine then has to nd interse tions of the inverted index sets
for the values in a given re ord. For example, a post ode value '2000' would
result in a set of PIDs (60310919,61560124), whi h { when interse ted with
the PIDs for lo ality name value 'the ro ks' would result in the single PID set
(61560124) whi h orresponds to the original re ord. The lo ation of this PID
an then be look-up in the orresponding G-NAF geo ode index. Table 2 shows
the 23 attributes for whi h an inverted index is built.
As an be seen from Table 1 there are di erent PIDs used for the di erent
levels in G-NAF (lo alities, streets, addresses (GNAF PID) and address sites). Using these di erent PIDs within the mat hing engine and doing the ne essary
mapping between them at run time results in ineÆ ient performan e. For example, a lo ality name value has a set of LOCALITY PIDs, whi h have to be mapped
to GNAF PIDs in order to be able to nd the interse tion with address detail attributes. This pro ess results in various hash table look-ups and set union and
interse tion operations. Therefore, during the prepro essing of the G-NAF les
the di erent PIDs are mapped into new identi ers, whi h allow the fast and
eÆ ient retrieval during the mat hing pro ess.
2.3

Additional Data Files

Additional information is used in the Febrl geo oding system during the prepro essing step to verify and orre t (if possible) post ode and lo ality name
values, and in the mat hing engine to enable sear hing for mat hes in neighbouring regions (post odes and suburbs) if no exa t mat h an be found.
Australia Post publishes a look-up table ontaining post ode and suburb
information2 , whi h an be used when pro essing the G-NAF lo ality les to
verify and even orre t wrong or missing post odes and lo ality names (i.e.
2

http://www.auspost. om.au/post odes/
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Table 2.

G-Naf data le

G-NAF attributes used for geo ode mat hing.
Attributes used

ADDRESS DETAIL

at number pre x, at number, at number suÆx,
at type, level number, level type, building name,
lo ation des ription, number rst pre x,
number rst, number rst suÆx, number last pre x,
number last, number last suÆx, lot number pre x,
lot number, lot number suÆx
LOCALITY ALIAS
lo ality name, post ode, state abbrev
LOCALITY
lo ality name, post ode, state abbrev
STREET
street name, street type, street suÆx
STREET LOCALITY ALIAS street name, street type, street suÆx

suburbs). For example, if a post ode is missing in a re ord, the Australia Post
suburb look-up table an be used to nd the oÆ ial post ode for this suburb, and
if this is a unique post ode it an be safely imputed into the re ord. Similarly,
missing lo ality names an be imputed if they orrespond to a unique post ode.
Other look-up tables are used to nd neighbouring regions for post odes and
suburbs, i.e. for a given region these tables ontain all it's neighbours. Lookup tables of both level 1 (dire t neighbours) and level 2 (dire t plus indire t
neighbours { i.e. neighbours of dire t neighbours) are used in the fuzzy geo ode
mat hing engine to nd mat hes in addresses where no exa t post ode or suburb mat h an be found. Experien e shows that people often re ord di erent
post ode or suburb values if a neighbouring post ode or suburb has a higher
per eived so ial status (e.g. 'Double Bay' and 'Edge li ' ), or if they live lose
to the border of su h regions.
The neighbouring region look-up tables are reated using geographi al data
extra ted from a ommer ial GIS system, and integrated into the Febrl geo ode
mat hing engine. Additionally, the same GIS data is used to al ulate postode and suburb entroid and bounding-box lo ations (where a bounding box
is de ned to be the largest extent in north-south and east-west dire tion, and a
entroid the average of all lo ation values within a given region).

3 Fuzzy Mat hing Engine
Febrl 's geo ode mat hing engine is based on the G-NAF inverted index data,

and takes a rule-based approa h to nd an exa t mat h or alternatively one or
more approximate mat hes. It's input is a leaned and standardised user re ord.
The mat hing engine tries to nd an exa t mat h rst, but if none an be
found it extends its sear h to neighbouring post ode and suburb regions. First
dire t neighbouring regions (level 1) are sear hed, then dire t and indire t neighbouring regions (level 2), until either an exa t mat h or a set of approximate
mat hes an been found. In the latter ase, either a weighted average lo ation
over all the found mat hes is returned, or a ranked (a ording to a likelihood
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rating) list of possible mat hes. The following steps explain in more detail how
the mat hing engine works.
1. The wayfare set of street related PIDs is al ulated using the orresponding
inverted indexes.
2. The neighbour level is set to 0 (no neighbouring regions are sear hed).
3. The post ode set and lo ality set (suburbs) are al ulated a ording to
the urrent neighbour level, then their non-empty interse tion is determined and saved in the mat h set (e.g. if the post ode set is empty then
the lo ality set without interse tion is stored as mat h set, and vi eversa).
4. If the wayfare set is non-empty, it is interse ted with the mat h set and if
the result is non-empty it is assign as the new mat h set.
5. If the mat h set is empty, the neighbour level is in reased (up to a maximum of 2) and the algorithm jumps ba k to step 3.
6. If the mat h set is empty, the initial non-empty mat h set (e.g. before interse tion with the wayfare set) is taken as the new mat h set.
7. If mat hing re ords have been found, i.e. if the mat h set is non-empty, a
re nement is arried out using information about street number, at, and
building name and so on (all if su h values are available in the input re ord).
This is done by al ulating the orresponding PID set (e.g. flat set) and
then interse ting this set with the mat h set. If the result is non-empty, it
is taken as the new mat h set, otherwise the old mat h set is kept.
8. If only a post ode or lo ality level mat h has been found their orresponding
entroids and bounding-box information is returned together with a mat h
status.
9. If a single mat h has been found its oordinates are retrieved from the orresponding G-NAF geo ode index and returned together with a mat h status.
10. If more than one mat h has been found, then rst the oordinates of all
mat hes are retrieved from the orresponding G-NAF geo ode index. Next,
either an average lo ation is al ulated and returned together with a orresponding mat h status, or the mat hes are ranked a ording to the number
of orre t values they have in ommon with the user input re ord and this
ranked list of mat hes is returned.
11. If no mat h has been found an appropriate mat h status is returned.
Geo oding of multiple addresses is an iterative pro ess where ea h re ord is rst
leaned and standardised, then geo oded and written into an output data set
with oordinates and a mat h status added to ea h re ord.

4 Con lusions and Future Work
In this paper we have des ribed a geo oding system based on a geo oded national address le. We are urrently evaluating and testing this system using
raw un leaned addresses taken from an administrative health data set. Initial
results show that a urate geo oding of in omplete and unformatted address
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data an be a hieved with reasonable response times (average less than 2 se onds per re ord). More detailed results will be published in a follow-up paper.
We are planning to ompare the a ura y of our geo oding system with ommerial street level based GIS systems, and similar to [2℄ we expe t more a urate
results. We are also fully integrating our geo oding system into the Febrl data
linkage system [3, 7℄ and will publish it under an open sour e software li ense
later this year.
Our main future e orts will be dire ted towards the re nement of the fuzzy
geo ode mat hing engine to a hieve more a urate mat hing results, as well as
improving the performan e of the mat hing engine (i.e. redu ing the time needed
to mat h a re ord). Three other areas of future work in lude:
{ The Febrl standardisation routines urrently return elds (or attributes)
whi h are di erent from the ones available in G-NAF. This makes it ne essary to map Febrl elds to G-NAF elds (or attributes) within the geo ode
mat hing engine. Better would be if the Febrl standardisation returns the
same elds as the ones available in G-NAF, resulting in expli it eld by eld
omparisons. We are planning to modify the ne essary Febrl standardisation
routines.
{ Currently both the G-NAF prepro essing and indexing, as well as the geo ode
mat hing engine work in a sequential fashion only. Due to the large data les
involved parallel pro essing be omes desirable. In the prepro essing step, the
G-NAF data les an be pro essed independently or in a blo king fashion
distributed over a number of pro essors, with only the nal inverted indexes
that need to be merged. Geo oding of a large user data le an easily be
done in parallel as the leaning, standardisation and mat hing of ea h re ord
is independent from all others. An additional advantage of parallelisation is
the in reased amount of main memory available on many parallel platforms.
We are planning to explore su h parallelisation te hniques and implement
them into the Febrl system to allow faster geo oding of larger data sets.
{ Geo oding uses identifying information (i.e. addresses) whi h raises priva y
and on dentiality issues. Organisations that olle t sensitive health data
(e.g. an er registries) annot send their data to a geo oding servi e as this
results in the loss of priva y for individuals involved. Methods are desirable
whi h allow for priva y preserving geo oding of addresses. We aim to develop
su h methods based on te hniques re ently developed for blindfolded data
linkage [5, 9℄.
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